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Minecraft potions chart 1.16

See the full list of potion ingredients here. Two special ingredients are useful in many types of potion: Glowstone Dust This optional ingredient increases the strength of your potion's effects. Redstone Dust This optional ingredient increases the duration of your potion's effects. Recipes First place Water bottles in the brewing stand. Then add these ingredients
in order. Potions Useful First Second Third Fourth Restores Your Health. (optional) - Restores health over time. or (optional) gives immunity to fire and lava. Ideal for fighting blazes. (optional) - Increases the damage you do in hand-to-hand combat. or (optional) increases your speed. or (optional) You can breathe underwater for 3 minutes (8 minutes with
Redstone dust). (optional) - You can see in the dark. (optional) - Makes you invisible, but you have to remove your armor. (optional) Allows you to jump higher, and reduces fall damage. or (optional) - Useful Splash Potions First Second Third Fourth Fifth Harms Skeletons, Zombies, Zombie Pigmen and Withers. (optional) - Heals skeletons, zombies, pigmen
zombies and withers, but harms other crowds. (optional) (optional) Useful against cave spiders; can also be used to cure zombie villagers. anythingornothing (optional) - Potions not very useful Splash versions of these could be useful in multiplayer play. First second third splash causes damage over time, but will not kill. Why are you drinking this? or
(optional) restores health over time. Potion ofSwiftness orPotion of Fire Resistance or (optional) Extra ways to do the thing. Potion ofStrength orPotion of Regeneration or Persistent Potions (optional) First Make Splash potions using the recipes above, then add Dragon's Breath to create a persistent potion that can be used to make slanted arrows. Potions
without a recipe Some potions have no recipe and can only be found as treasure. These include potion of luck. Have you come across the potion brewing? Are you new to it? Don't worry here's our guide to fixing the problem and making brewing even easier than fighting with a CREEPERY. You can refer our Minecraft Potion chart given at the end of the
article for more feasibility. MINECRAFT POTIONS TYPES: You can encounter two types of Minecraft potions in your vanilla world (except the one you drink)...! Wouldn't it be prodigious if you eventually want to get into the consumption of harmful potions to pass on your opponents about your death? It is unlikely this happens realistically, and that's where
splash potions are useful - they can be thrown at crowds or other players to force them into contact with the impact. Intelligent! Persistent potions are alternatives to splash potions that can be scared of your mind to release clouds, with the effect of lingering. Using persistent potions, the splashes are discarded like potions. On impact, they burst, forming a
cloud. This cloud is composed of potion potion that match the discarded potion. The duration applied by the cloud is 45% of the corresponding potion. For non-lasting effects such as healing or harming, the force of the effect is 50% of the corresponding potion. The cloud begins with a radius of 3 segments, which decreases to 0 for 30 seconds. Throughout
the presence of the cloud, any player or crowd that takes upshot in the same position after the first second; this instantly reduces the range by 1/2 blocks, causing the cloud to disappear more quickly. REQUIS EQUIPEMENTS: Standused brewing used for brewing and adding water in glass bottles. BLAZE POWDERAct as a Water BottleAct fuel as the basis
for all Minecraft potions. (Water can be collected by clicking right on any water source while holding a glass bottle) REQUIS INGREDIENTS: Nether WartAwkward Potioncreation of more complex potions. Weakness fermented spider EyePotionCorrupts effectDragon's BreathLingering Water BottleTurns splash potion inlingering potionRedstone DustMundane
PotionIncreases durationGlowstone DustThick PotionDevelops levelGunpowderSplash Bottle WaterTurns normal potion into splashpotionINGREDIENTS TO CREATE:SugarSpeedSlownessRabbGlisteringMelonSliceInstant HealthInstant DamageSpider EyePoisonPufferfishWateringNoneMagmaCreamFire ResistanceGoldenCarrotNight
VisionInvisibilityBlazePowderStrengthWeaknessGhatRegenerationTurtleShellResistance, SlownessNonePhantom MembraneSlow Potions Fallings are a resource in the game that can be purchased or brewed. Potions give players a variety of benefits of focusing during a battle, Challenges and more. There are different types of potions. The ones you use
before a meeting and the ones you use during one. AVAILABLE POTIONS IN VANILLA MINECRAFT ARE: Potion of speed: Increases your walking speed and slow field of visionPotion: When this Minecraft potion is drunk, it will give you the slow effect and reduce your speed. Potion of Strength: This potion will give you force effect. It's a rank effect that
resurges the amount of deficiency you do to former players or crowds while facing with a melee attack. Weakness Potion: When this Minecraft potion is drunk, it will give you the weakness effect and reduce your Healing Potion attack damage (Instant Health): As the name suggests this potion will give you an instant health effect and immediately add 4 health
points to your barPotion's health harm (instant damage): It will give you the effect of instant damage and immediately cause 6 damage to your healthPotion of regeneration : The regeneration potion is great when it comes to stronger opponents or crowds than you. Although this does not hurt your enemies, it does allow you to regenerate for a while. No matter
how full your appetite is, it will heal you much faster. Fire resistance potion: fire: Potion will provide you with fire resistance and it extremely useful when you want to survive in the lavaPotion of water breathing: This potion will provide you with the ability to breathe in the water for a short period of time. Poison Potion: This potion will give you poison effect for a
short period of time. Night Vision Potion: This potion will give you night vision effect (you will be able to see much clear during the night than before. Invisibility Potion: This potion will make you invisible for a short period of time. Jump Boost: This will make you jump higher than usual. Slow Falling Potion: This will slow down the speed at which you usually fall,
certainly eliminating some fall damage. (It is very useful when fighting ender dragons). Potion of the Master Turtle (resistance and slowness): When this potion is drunk, it will give you both slowness and resistance. SO GUYS, WHAT'S YOUR GOT? GET UP AND BRUSH UP YOUR BREWING SKILLS OVER MINECRAFT POTIONS AND BE A BRAVE
MINECRAFT WIZARDYou can't love someone unless you know the potion trick to love Renesmee Stormer You can refer this Minecraft potion table for ease to brew your required potion: You can go to the official website to buy other games related to Minecraft. Be sure to check out our article on Minecraft 1.16 forging easy installation guide. Comments
Share This article or section requires cleaning to meet the quality standards of the Minecraft Wiki. Please edit this page to improve it. Needs links to new effects and needs the creation of these pages. Persistent Drinkable Splashes Apply a specific state effect to players and crowds if the drunk or discarded potions are bottled substances that give players and
crowds a time-limited state effect if they are drunk or in its splashing radius when discarded (in the case of persistent potions and splashes). All drinkable potions are stackable in the 1.16.2 7c combat test snapshot (Video: Minecraft 1.16.2 Combat Test Snapshot 7C: Stackable Potions!) Potion-brewing procedure 1. Start by making a brewing stand in a craft
table by arranging the ingredients in the following way (it is possible to get one from a village church and mining with a pickaxe from 1.14): 2. In addition to the brewing stand, a player will need blaze powder and 1-3 glass bottles (made using 3 glasses) in their respective slots (shown below), with a water source to fill the bottles with (a water source block or a
cauldron). The interface brewing of the brewing stand. 3. Fill glass bottles with water by clicking right on a water source while holding the bottles. Once a player has finished filling the bottles, they can start brewing. 4. Put 1-3 bottles of water and 1 fire powder in the brewing stand, then put the first basic ingredient (usually Nether Wart) in the top slot. When he
has finished brewing, a player must have Clumsy potion if they used a colder wart. 5. Once a player has a clumsy potion, they can put other ingredients in the top slot to make several different potions. TIP: If a player doesn't know which ingredients to use, look at the potion recipes section below. Ingredients Ingredients Have a wide range of effects most of
which develop some potion ilks with some ingredients that specify the potion ilk being brewed. Bases Bases are key ingredients that begin the brewing process. The basics are the first ingredient added to glass bottles. The most commonly used base is the Nether wart as it is needed to make the widest possible range of options. The basic ilks are: Secondary
Ingredients Secondary Ingredients Secondary Ingredients are the ingredients that determine the potion ilk (in other words, the effect). They are: Converters Converters describe aspects of the current potion. You can't use 2 at a time. They can change the length of effect, positivity or use. The types of converters are: Potion Recipes Fire Resistance (3:00)
Void Wart→ Magma Cream Fire Resistance Extended (8:00) Nether Wart→ Magma Cream → Redstone Harming (Instant) Nether Wart→ Glistering Melon → Fermented Spider Eye Nether Wart→ → Spider Eye → A Fermented Spider Eye Harming II (Instant) Nether Wart→ Glistering Melon → Fermented Spider Eye ↔ Glowstone Dust Nether Wart→
Spider Eye → Fermented Spider Eye ↔ Glowstone Dust Healing (Instant) Nether Wart→ Glistering Melon Healing II (Instant) Nether Wart→ Glistering Melon → Glowstone Dust Invisibility (3:00) Nether Wart→ Golden Carrot → Fermented Spider Eye Invisibility Extended (8:00) Nether Wart→ Golden Carrot → Fermented Eye Spider Extended (8:00)ther
Wart→ Golden Carrot → Fermented Spider Eye ↔ Redstone Leaping (3:00) Nether Wart→ Rabbit's Foot Leaping II (1:30) Nether Wart→ Rabbit's Foot → Glowstone Dust Luck It can't be brewed. It is also exclusive to Java Edition and Legacy Consoles Edition. Lucky Extended (8:00) It can't be brewed. It is also exclusive to Java Edition and Legacy
Consoles Edition. Night Vision (15:00) Void Wart→ Night Vision with Golden Carrots Extended (20:00) Neant Wart→ Golden Carrot → Poison Redstone (0:0045) War of the Void → Spider Eye Poison II (0:22) Void Wart→ Spider Eye → Glowstone Dust Regeneration (0:45) Nether Wart→ Ghast Regeneration Tear Extended (0:45) Nether Wart→ Ghast Tear
Regeneration Extended (0:45) Nether Wart→ Ghast Tear Regeneration Extended (0:45 ) Nether Wart→ Ghast Tear Regeneration Extended (0:45) Nether Wart→ Ghast Tear Regeneration Extended (0:45) Nether Wart→ Ghast Tear Regeneration Extended (0:45) Nether War 1:30) Ghast Tear → Redstone Regeneration II (0:22) Nether Wart→ Ghast Tear
→ Glowstone Dust Slowness (1:22) Nether Wart→ Ghast Tear → Glowstone Dust Slowness (1:22) 30) Verrue du Néant→ Sugar → Verrue de nether d’oeil d’araignée fermentée→ crème de magma → lenteur fermentée d’oeil d’araignée prolongée (3:00) verrue de nether→ Sugar → Fermented Spider Eye ↔ Redstone Nether Wart→ Magma Cream →
Fermented Spider Eye ↔ Redstone Strength (3:00) Nether Wart→ Blaze Powder Strength Extended (8:00) Verrue du Néant→ Blaze Powder → Redstone Strength II (1:30) Nether Wart→ Blaze Powder → Glowstone Dust Swiftness (3:00) (3:00) Wart→ Extended Sugar Speed (8:00) Void Wart→ Sugar → Redstone Swiftness II (1:30) Nether Wart→ Sugar
→ Glowstone Water Dust Breathing (3:00) Nether Wart→ Pufferfish Water Breathing Extended (8:00) Nether Wart→ Puff ↔fishStone Weakness (1:30) Fermented Spider Eye Weakness Extended (4:00) Fermented Spider Eye→ Redstone Slow Falling (1:30) Nether Wart→ Phantom Membranes Slow Falling Extended (4:00) Nether Wart→ Phantom
Membranes→ Redstone Enhancing Potions There are different categories of potions, such as variations of the potions: Poison II, and extensive poison. A usual potion has the usual effects, which come naturally when it is 1st brewed, but some potions can be improved in 2 ways. Extended duration If a player adds redstone to a potion, it makes the potion last
longer, thus creating extended poison (ext is added at the end of the potion's name). This improvement can be applied to most potions, with the exception of those that have an instant effect (i.e. harm or cure). Increasing Effects If a player adds glowstone dust to a potion, it makes the potion more powerful/stronger, thus making Poison II. Some potions
cannot be improved in this way because they activate an effect that can only be active or inactive. If a witch is killed while holding her healing potion, there is a 45% chance that the witch will drop her potion, and a 25% chance that other potions will fall like Instant Health II. Potion Effects The following effects apply only to the regular potion without any
duration or power. Fire Resistance - Gives immunity to damage caused by fire, lava and remote attacks blaze. Harm - Deals 3/6 damage instantly. Healing - Instantly restores 3/6 of health. Invisibility - Makes it invisible, but objects and armor equipped/branding are still visible to others. Jump - Can jump higher than normal. A higher level increases the jump
height. Chance - Increases the chances of getting better quality items in dungeon chests, fishing, etc. (Minecraft: Java Edition only) Night vision - Makes everything appear at the maximum light level, including underwater areas. Poison - Deals damage over time with the poison effect. Higher level deals more damage over time. He can't kill you, he can take
you to half a heart. Regeneration - Restores health over time by about 1 heart every 2.4 seconds. A higher level allows you to regenerate faster. Slowness - Travel speed is reduced by 1 minute and 30 seconds. Speed - Increases walking speed, sprint speed and jump distance by 20%. It rises to 40% for Level II. Force Adds 1 and 1/2 heart/3 damage to all
melee attacks with or without a weapon. Water Breathing - Allows something to breathe underwater or stay underwater for a longer period of time. It also gives extra vision underwater. Weakness - Reduces all melee attacks by 1 heart injury. This will also make the victim damage without using a weapon. Slow Fall - Slide the affected feature instead of falling.
Bad luck - Reduces the chances of getting a fishing treasure.  Turtle Master - slows down but also causes less damage. (Resistance III and Slow IV) Anecdotes The healing potion harms the undead crowds (this includes crowds like zombies, skeletons, more birdish skeletons, and the Wither), but the potion of harm heals these crowds.  The idea that sugar is
used to make speed potions may be based on the theory that sugar makes certain hyperactive.  The idea that golden carrots are used to make night vision potions may be based on the British Air Force's theory that carrots help people see better (which is true only in people with small amounts of vitamin A). It could also be a reference to the myth of how
carrots can help people see better at night.  When splashing in a potion with a downward duration, the duration of the potion will be lowered. Thus, it is usually best to throw a splash potion up for the duration.  Even if night vision is increased, you still get the same amount of vision. It is impossible to increase night vision at Night Vision II in survival mode than
it is on Creative, due to the use of commands.  In the Java edition, with the order /give 'player' potion, it is possible to obtain an uncraftable potion that does not give status effects. Gallery Videos Tactical Minecraft EP.01 (Retake) Brewing PotionsMinecraft Items Potion of Leaping Community content is available on CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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